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Page: testing_pg if type=="test" 

TESTING ONLY PAGE 

Audit_split- 
prompt 
once on 
skip SINGLE CHOICE 
Audit experiment condition? 
 

required SOFT 

varlabel Audit experiment condition 
1 ○ No text  

2 ○ offcial audit  

3 ○ crazy audit  

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  

 

Page: implicit_page_1 

Page: consent_pg 

This study is being conducted by John Carey, Gretchen Helmke, Brendan Nyhan, and Susan Stokes, who 
are professors at Dartmouth College (Carey and Nyhan), the University of Rochester (Helmke), and the 
University of Chicago (Stokes). We ask for your attention for a few minutes and we thank you for your 
attention and your responses. Your participation is voluntary and you may decline the survey or 
withdraw at any time. No information that identifies you will be collected or retained by the 
researchers, and all of the information we collect will be stored securely. However, any online 
interaction carries some risk of being accessed. Please contact the Social & Behavioral Sciences 
Institutional Review Board at the University of Chicago with any questions or concerns (by phone at 773-
834-7835 or by email at sbs-irb@uchicago.edu). Do you consent to participate in the survey? <br/> 

consent- 
required SINGLE CHOICE 
**Do you consent to participate in the survey?** 
 

required HARD 

varlabel Consent to take survey 
1 ○ Yes  

2 ○ No  

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  
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Page: thanks_out if consent in [2] 

**Thank you for your time!** 
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Exit                     (screenout) 

Page: implicit_page_2 

Page: implicit_page_birthyr 

birthyr- Show if not 
pdl.birthyr or 
int(pdl.birthyr) < 
1920 or 
pdl.birthyr.last > 
months(27)/required OPEN INTEGER TEXTBOX 
In what year were you born? 
 

pii False 

min 1900 

required HARD 

max 2010 

cols 4 

varlabel Birth Year 

tags square_hundred_pct, used_in_US_Omni_Survey_Template, GV_CA, 
Globalvars_7, GV_US, GlobalVars_7, scripting_template 

Page: implicit_page_age 

age- 
Show if 
0/prompt 
once on 
skip OPEN INTEGER TEXTBOX 
What is your age? 
 

required SOFT 

varlabel Age (numerical) 

Page: implicit_page_age9 

age9- 
Show if 
0/prompt 
once on 
skip SINGLE CHOICE 
How old are you? 
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required SOFT 

varlabel Age (categorical) 
1 ○ Under 18  

2 ○ 18 - 24  

3 ○ 25 - 34  

4 ○ 35 - 44  

5 ○ 45 - 54  

6 ○ 55 - 64  

7 ○ 65 - 74  

8 ○ 75 - 84  

9 ○ 85 or older  

98  Skipped  

99  Not Asked  

 

Page: thank_out_age if age9==1 

Thank you for your interest. Unfortunately, you do not qualify for our survey at this time. Please 
proceed to the next survey. 
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Exit                     (screenout) 

Page: implicit_page_statments_US_grid 

statments_US_grid- 
prompt once on 
skip GRID 
How well do the following statements describe the United States as of today? 
 

roworder randomize 

displaymax 3 

required SOFT 

varlabel Statements - describes the US 

ROWS 
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statements_US_1- Show if 1 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

Elections are conducted, ballots counted, and winners 
determined without pervasive fraud or manipulation 

statements_US_2- Show if 2 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

Citizens have access to information about candidates that is 
relevant to how they would govern 

statements_US_3- Show if 3 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

The geographic boundaries of electoral districts do not 
systematically advantage any particular political party 

statements_US_4- Show if 4 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

Information about the sources of campaign funding is available to 
the public 

statements_US_5- Show if 5 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

Public policy is not determined by large campaign contributions 

statements_US_6- Show if 6 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

Elections are free from foreign influence 

statements_US_7- Show if 7 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

Politicians who lose free and fair elections will concede defeat 

statements_US_8- Show if 8 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

All adult citizens have equal opportunity to vote 

statements_US_9- Show if 9 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

All votes have equal impact on election outcomes 

statements_US_10- Show if 10 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

Voter participation in elections is generally high 

statements_US_11- Show if 11 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

All adult citizens enjoy the same legal and political rights 

statements_US_12- Show if 12 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

Parties and candidates are not barred due to their political beliefs 
and ideologies 

statements_US_13- Show if 13 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

Government protects individuals’ right to engage in unpopular 
speech or expression 

statements_US_14- Show if 14 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

Government protects individuals’ right to engage in peaceful 
protest 
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statements_US_15- Show if 15 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

Citizens can make their opinions heard in open debate about 
policies that are under consideration 

statements_US_16- Show if 16 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

The law is enforced equally for all persons 

statements_US_17- Show if 17 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

Government does not interfere with journalists or news 
organizations 

statements_US_18- Show if 18 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

Government effectively prevents private actors from engaging in 
politically-motivated violence or intimidation 

statements_US_19- Show if 19 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

Government agencies are not used to monitor, attack, or punish 
political opponents 

statements_US_20- Show if 20 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

Government officials are legally sanctioned for misconduct 

statements_US_21- Show if 21 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

Government officials do not use public office for private gain 

statements_US_22- Show if 22 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

Law enforcement investigations of public officials or their 
associates are free from political influence or interference 

statements_US_23- Show if 23 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

Government statistics and data are produced by experts who are 
not influenced by political considerations 

statements_US_24- Show if 24 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

Executive authority cannot be expanded beyond constitutional 
limits 

statements_US_25- Show if 25 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

The legislature is able to effectively limit executive power 

statements_US_26- Show if 26 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

The judiciary is able to effectively limit executive power 

statements_US_27- Show if 27 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

The elected branches respect judicial independence 

statements_US_28- Show if 28 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

Even when there are disagreements about ideology or policy, 
political leaders generally share a common understanding of 
relevant facts 
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statements_US_29- Show if 29 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

Elected officials seek compromise with political opponents 

statements_US_30- Show if 30 in 
stateDisplay2/prompt once on 
skip 

Political competition occurs without criticism of opponents’ 
loyalty or patriotism 

COLUMNS 
1 ○ The U.S. does not meet this standard  

2 ○ The U.S. partly meets this standard  

3 ○ The U.S. mostly meets this standard  

4 ○ The U.S. fully meets this standard  

5 ○ Not sure  

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  
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Page: implicit_page_rating_USA 

rating_USA- 
prompt 
once on 
skip RULE 
On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 is least democratic and 100 is most democratic, how would you rate 
the political system of the United States as of today? 
 

show_value 1 

right Most <br/>democratic 

dk 0 

left Least <br/>democratic 

min 0 

required SOFT 

max 100 

varlabel Rating of how democratic US political system is 

Page: 
implicit_page_democracy_importance_scal
e 

democracy_importance_scale- 
prompt once on skip SCALE 
How important is it for you to live in a country that is governed democratically?  On this scale where 1 
means it is “not at all important” and 10 means “absolutely important,” what position would you 
choose? 
 

min 1 

required SOFT 

max 10 

varlabel Importance of democracy 

STEMS 
democracy_importance- prompt 
once on skip 

 

Page: implicit_page_biden_winner 
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biden_winner- 
prompt once 
on skip SINGLE CHOICE 
Do you consider Joe Biden to be the rightful winner of the presidential election in November or not the 
rightful winner? 
 

required SOFT 

varlabel Biden rightful winner 
1 ○ Definitely the rightful winner  

2 ○ Probably the rightful winner  

3 ○ Probably not the rightful winner  

4 ○ Definitely not the rightful winner  

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  

 
end module: implicit_module_1 

Module: mod_Scenario_display 
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Page: implicit_page_Congress_grid 

Congress_grid- 
prompt once 
on skip GRID 
Please indicate how appropriate or inappropriate you consider each scenario to be 
 

roworder randomize 

required SOFT 

varlabel Congress 

ROWS 
Congress_1- prompt once on 
skip 

A majority party in either chamber of Congress refusing to raise 
the limit on the amount of money the U.S. government can 
legally borrow. 

Congress_2- prompt once on 
skip 

The majority party in the Senate abolishing the filibuster rule so it 
can pass legislation without minority party support. 

Congress_3- prompt once on 
skip 

The minority party in the Senate routinely using the filibuster rule 
to block legislation supported only by the majority party. 

COLUMNS 
1 ○ Entirely appropriate  

2 ○ Mostly appropriate  

3 ○ Mostly inappropriate  

4 ○ Entirely inappropriate  

5 ○ Not sure  

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  
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Page: implicit_page_Imp_Court_grid 

Imp_Court_grid- 
prompt once on 
skip GRID 
Please indicate how appropriate or inappropriate you consider each scenario to be 
 

roworder randomize 

required SOFT 

varlabel Impeachment and Courts 

ROWS 
Imp_Court_1- prompt once on 
skip 

A majority of the House of Representatives seeking to impeach a 
president because they believe he or she is unfit for office rather 
than because of specific evidence of high crimes and 
misdemeanors. 

Imp_Court_2- prompt once on 
skip 

The majority party in the Senate refusing to consider any 
nomination by a President to fill an open seat on the Supreme 
Court. 

Imp_Court_3- prompt once on 
skip 

A party that controls Congress and the presidency creating and 
filling new seats on the Supreme Court to change the partisan 
balance of power. 

COLUMNS 
1 ○ Entirely appropriate  

2 ○ Mostly appropriate  

3 ○ Mostly inappropriate  

4 ○ Entirely inappropriate  

5 ○ Not sure  

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  
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Page: implicit_page_Elec1_grid 

Elec1_grid- 
prompt 
once on 
skip GRID 
Please indicate how appropriate or inappropriate you consider each scenario to be 
 

roworder randomize 

required SOFT 

varlabel Elections and representation 

ROWS 
Elec1_1- prompt once on skip A party that controls both chambers of Congress granting 

statehood to Washington, D.C. and Puerto Rico. 

Elec1_2- prompt once on skip A state political party drawing Congressional districts that ensure 
it will receive a share of seats much larger than its share of votes. 

Elec1_3- prompt once on skip A state political party proposing measures that make it more 
difficult to vote, especially for members of the other party. 

COLUMNS 
1 ○ Entirely appropriate  

2 ○ Mostly appropriate  

3 ○ Mostly inappropriate  

4 ○ Entirely inappropriate  

5 ○ Not sure  

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  
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Page: implicit_page_Elec2_grid 

Elec2_grid- 
prompt 
once on 
skip GRID 
Please indicate how appropriate or inappropriate you consider each scenario to be 
 

roworder randomize 

required SOFT 

varlabel Elections and representation (new items) 

ROWS 
Elec2_1- prompt once on skip Local election officials refusing to certify vote totals recorded in 

their area that are viewed as legitimate by experts. 

Elec2_2- prompt once on skip A state legislature naming electors to the Electoral College other 
than those designated by the popular vote in that state. 

Elec2_3- prompt once on skip Congress refusing to certify presidential election results that have 
been submitted by one or more states and are viewed as 
legitimate by experts. 

COLUMNS 
1 ○ Entirely appropriate  

2 ○ Mostly appropriate  

3 ○ Mostly inappropriate  

4 ○ Entirely inappropriate  

5 ○ Not sure  

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  

 
end module: mod_Scenario_display 

Module: implicit_module_2 

Page: page_conj1 

<style> .regtable {     width: 700px;     border: solid;     border-width: 1px;     border-color: #ccc;     border-
collapse: collapse;     font-weight: normal;     font-size: .9em;     margin-left: auto;     margin-right: auto; } 
.regtable th {     border: solid;     border-width: 1px;     border-color: #ccc;     text-align: center;     font-
weight: bold;     font-size: 1.1em; } .regtable td {     border: solid;     border-width: 1px;     border-color: 
#ccc;     background-color: white;     vertical-align: center;     text-align: center;     padding: 5px 5px 5px 
5px;     width: 150px; } </style> Suppose the two individuals below are candidates in an upcoming 
election. <p>&nbsp;</p> $table1.raw <p>&nbsp;</p> 
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conj1- 
prompt 
once 
on skip SINGLE CHOICE 
Based on the information provided, which of the two candidates are you more likely to support? 
 

required SOFT 

varlabel Conjoint 1 
1 ○ Candidate A  

2 ○ Candidate B  

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  

 

Page: page_conj2 

<style> .regtable {     width: 700px;     border: solid;     border-width: 1px;     border-color: #ccc;     border-
collapse: collapse;     font-weight: normal;     font-size: .9em;     margin-left: auto;     margin-right: auto; } 
.regtable th {     border: solid;     border-width: 1px;     border-color: #ccc;     text-align: center;     font-
weight: bold;     font-size: 1.1em; } .regtable td {     border: solid;     border-width: 1px;     border-color: 
#ccc;     background-color: white;     vertical-align: center;     text-align: center;     padding: 5px 5px 5px 
5px;     width: 150px; } </style> Suppose the two individuals below are candidates in an upcoming 
election. <p>&nbsp;</p> $table2.raw <p>&nbsp;</p> 

conj2- 
prompt 
once 
on skip SINGLE CHOICE 
Based on the information provided, which of the two candidates are you more likely to support? 
 

required SOFT 

varlabel Conjoint 2 
1 ○ Candidate A  

2 ○ Candidate B  

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  

 

Page: page_conj3 

<style> .regtable {     width: 700px;     border: solid;     border-width: 1px;     border-color: #ccc;     border-
collapse: collapse;     font-weight: normal;     font-size: .9em;     margin-left: auto;     margin-right: auto; } 
.regtable th {     border: solid;     border-width: 1px;     border-color: #ccc;     text-align: center;     font-
weight: bold;     font-size: 1.1em; } .regtable td {     border: solid;     border-width: 1px;     border-color: 
#ccc;     background-color: white;     vertical-align: center;     text-align: center;     padding: 5px 5px 5px 
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5px;     width: 150px; } </style> Suppose the two individuals below are candidates in an upcoming 
election. <p>&nbsp;</p> $table3.raw <p>&nbsp;</p> 

conj3- 
prompt 
once 
on skip SINGLE CHOICE 
Based on the information provided, which of the two candidates are you more likely to support? 
 

required SOFT 

varlabel Conjoint 3 
1 ○ Candidate A  

2 ○ Candidate B  

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  

 

Page: implicit_page_3 

Page: audit_notext_pg if Audit_split==1 

<p>Maricopa County is a large county in Arizona in which Phoenix is located. In the 2020 election, Joe 
Biden received 49.81% of the vote in Maricopa County and Donald Trump received 47.65% of the 
vote.</p> 

Page: audit_text_pg if Audit_split in [2,3] 

<script> $(page_state).on('after_content_loaded', function (){ 
$('#next_button').hide().delay(10000).fadeIn(); }); </script> <p>Maricopa County is a large county in 
Arizona in which Phoenix is located. In the 2020 election, Joe Biden received 49.81% of the vote in 
Maricopa County and Donald Trump received 47.65% of the vote.</p> <p>Please read the following 
news article about Maricopa County carefully:</p><br> 

<b><center><p>Maricopa County has already conducted multiple audits of the 2020 
election</p></center></b> <p>Before and after every election, it's standard procedure in Maricopa 
County to conduct a "logic and accuracy" test on election equipment. In 2020, those tests turned up no 
issues. State law also mandates a hand-count audit of a statistically significant sample of ballots after 
each election to be compared to the machine count. That, too, came up with 100% accuracy, according 
to county election officials.</p> <p>In January, after waves of protests, the Maricopa County Board of 
Supervisors approved two additional audits of election equipment. The board hired two independent 
firms, Pro V&V and SLI Compliance, which are certified by the U.S. Elections Assistance Commission. The 
firms conducted their separate audits in February and found no issues.</p> <p>The audits included tests 
for malicious software and hardware, source codes, network and internet connectivity, and accuracy to 
detect vote switching. Observers from both parties were invited to attend, and the audits were live 
streamed. </p> 

<p><b><center>The Arizona GOP's Maricopa County audit</center></b></p> <p>Although every state 
has certified its results, the Republican-controlled state Senate in Arizona has undertaken a full hand 
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recount and audit of the ballots and voting machines in Maricopa, the state's largest county, a move 
that has been frequently praised by former president Trump. </p> <p>By subpoena, the state Senate 
took possession of 2.1 million ballots and nearly 400 election machines and turned them over to be 
audited by companies that include one whose CEO promoted debunked election fraud theories after the 
election. The majority-Republican county board of supervisors vehemently objected to the action and 
pointed to the multiple audits of ballots and machines that Arizona had already completed that had 
found no issues.</p> <p>In response to a subpoena from the state Senate, the county board argued the 
legislature had no right under state law to access private ballots and election machines. The GOP-led 
Senate tried to hold the board in contempt, but fell a vote short.</p> 

<center>(Please read carefully; the forward button will appear momentarily.)</center> 

Page: after_audit_pg 

MC1- 
prompt 
once 
on skip SINGLE CHOICE 
How confident are you that the official count of votes for president in Maricopa County was correct? 
 

required SOFT 

varlabel How confident are you that the official count of votes for president in Maricopa 
County was correct 
1 ○ Very confident  

2 ○ Somewhat confident  

3 ○ Not too confident  

4 ○ Not at all confident  

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  
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MC2- 
prompt 
once 
on skip SINGLE CHOICE 
Do you consider Joe Biden to be the rightful winner of the vote in Maricopa County or not the rightful 
winner? 
 

required SOFT 

varlabel Do you consider Joe Biden to be the rightful winner of the vote in Maricopa 
County or not the rightful winner 
1 ○ Definitely the rightful winner  

2 ○ Probably the rightful winner  

3 ○ Probably not the rightful winner  

4 ○ Definitely not the rightful winner  

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  
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Page: state_pg 

inputstate- Show if 
not pdl.inputstate 
or 
pdl.inputstate.last 
> 
months(3)/required DROPDOWN 
In what state do you currently reside? 
 

required HARD 

varlabel State of Residence 
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1 ○ Alabama  

2 ○ Alaska  

4 ○ Arizona  

5 ○ Arkansas  

6 ○ California  

8 ○ Colorado  

9 ○ Connecticut  

10 ○ Delaware  

11 ○ District of Columbia  

12 ○ Florida  

13 ○ Georgia  

15 ○ Hawaii  

16 ○ Idaho  

17 ○ Illinois  

18 ○ Indiana  

19 ○ Iowa  

20 ○ Kansas  

21 ○ Kentucky  

22 ○ Louisiana  

23 ○ Maine  

24 ○ Maryland  

25 ○ Massachusetts  

26 ○ Michigan  

27 ○ Minnesota  

28 ○ Mississippi  

29 ○ Missouri  

30 ○ Montana  

31 ○ Nebraska  

32 ○ Nevada  

33 ○ New Hampshire  

34 ○ New Jersey  

35 ○ New Mexico  

36 ○ New York  
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37 ○ North Carolina  

38 ○ North Dakota  

39 ○ Ohio  

40 ○ Oklahoma  

41 ○ Oregon  

42 ○ Pennsylvania  

44 ○ Rhode Island  

45 ○ South Carolina  

46 ○ South Dakota  

47 ○ Tennessee  

48 ○ Texas  

49 ○ Utah  

50 ○ Vermont  

51 ○ Virginia  

53 ○ Washington  

54 ○ West Virginia  

55 ○ Wisconsin  

56 ○ Wyoming  

998  Skipped  

999  Not Asked  
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Page: implicit_page_4 

Page: implicit_page_state_seced_group 

state_seced_group- 
prompt once on 
skip SINGLE CHOICE 
Would you support or oppose $inputstate seceding from the United States to join a new union of 
$statelist? 
 

required SOFT 

varlabel Seceding with these states 
1 ○ Strongly support  

2 ○ Somewhat support  

3 ○ Somewhat oppose  

4 ○ Strongly oppose  

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  

 
 

Page: implicit_page_gender_o 

gender_o- 
required SINGLE CHOICE 
What is your gender? 
 

required HARD 

varlabel Gender with other 
1 ○ Male  

2 ○ Female  

3 ○ Other  

4 ○ Prefer not to answer  

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  
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Page: implicit_page_ideo7 

ideo7- 
prompt 
once 
on skip SINGLE CHOICE 
When it comes to politics, would you describe yourself as liberal, conservative, or neither liberal nor 
conservative? 
 

required SOFT 

varlabel Politcal ideology 
1 ○ Very conservative  

2 ○ Somewhat conservative  

3 ○ Slightly conservative  

4 ○ Moderate; middle of the road  

5 ○ Slightly liberal  

6 ○ Somewhat liberal  

7 ○ Very liberal  

98  Skipped  

99  Not Asked  

 

Page: page_pid3 

pid3- 
required SINGLE CHOICE 
Generally speaking, do you think of yourself as a ...? 
 

required HARD 

varlabel 3 point party ID 
1 ○ Democrat  

2 ○ Republican  

3 ○ Independent  

4 ○ Other (open [pid3_t])  

5 ○ Not sure  

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  
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Page: page_pid7 

pid7- 
required SINGLE CHOICE 
$pid7text 
 

required HARD 

varlabel 7 point Party ID 
1 ○ Strong Democrat Show if pid3==1 

2 ○ Not very strong Democrat Show if pid3==1 

7 ○ Strong Republican Show if pid3==2 

6 ○ Not very strong Republican Show if pid3==2 

3 ○ The Democratic Party Show if pid3 in [3,4,5] 

5 ○ The Republican Party Show if pid3 in [3,4,5] 

4 ○ Neither Show if pid3 in [3,4,5] 

8 ○ Not sure Show if pid3 in [3,4,5] 

9 ○ Don't know Show if 0 

98  Skipped  

99  Not Asked  
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Page: implicit_page_educ7 

educ7- 
prompt 
once 
on skip SINGLE CHOICE 
What is the highest degree or level of school you have completed? 
 

required SOFT 

varlabel Highest level of education completed 
1 ○ Did not graduate from high school  

2 ○ High school diploma or the equivalent 
(GED) 

 

3 ○ Some college  

4 ○ Associate's degree  

5 ○ Bachelor's degree  

6 ○ Master's degree  

7 ○ Professional or doctorate degree  

98  Skipped  

99  Not Asked  
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Page: implicit_page_ethnicity 

ethnicity- 
prompt 
once on 
skip SINGLE CHOICE 
With which race or ethnicity do you most identify? 
 

order randomize 

required SOFT 

varlabel Race/Ethnicity 
1 ○ White  

2 ○ Black or African American  

3 ○ American Indian or Alaska Native  

4 ○ Asian/Pacific Islander  

5 ○ Multi-racial  

6 ○ Hispanic/Latino/Chicano/a  

7 ○ Other Not randomized 

98  Skipped  

99  Not Asked  

 

Page: implicit_page_hispanic 

hispanic- Show if 
not 
pdl.hispanic/prompt 
once on skip SINGLE CHOICE 
Are you of Spanish, Latino, or Hispanic origin or descent? 
 

pii False 

required SOFT 

varlabel Hispanic 

tags hispanic, race, Profile_Basic_Info 
1 ○ Yes  

2 ○ No  

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  
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Page: implicit_page_polinterest 

polinterest- 
prompt 
once on 
skip SINGLE CHOICE 
Generally, how interested are you in politics? 
 

order reverse 

required SOFT 

varlabel Level of interest in politics 
1 ○ Extremely interested  

2 ○ Very interested  

3 ○ Somewhat interested  

4 ○ Not very interested  

5 ○ Not at all interested  

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  

 

Page: implicit_page_approve_biden 

approve_biden- 
prompt once on 
skip SINGLE CHOICE 
Do you approve or disapprove of the way Joe Biden is handling his job as President? 
 

required SOFT 

varlabel Approval of President Biden 
1 ○ Strongly approve  

2 ○ Somewhat approve  

3 ○ Somewhat disapprove  

4 ○ Strongly disapprove  

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  
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Page: implicit_page_approve_trmp 

approve_trmp- 
prompt once 
on skip SINGLE CHOICE 
Do you approve or disapprove of the way Donald Trump handled his job as President? 
 

required SOFT 

varlabel Approval of President Trump 
1 ○ Strongly approve  

2 ○ Somewhat approve  

3 ○ Somewhat disapprove  

4 ○ Strongly disapprove  

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  

 
end module: implicit_module_2 

Module: vote2020_mod 

Page: implicit_page_vote2020 

vote2020- 
prompt 
once on 
skip SINGLE CHOICE 
Did you vote in the 2020 Presidential election? 
 

required SOFT 

varlabel Did you vote in the 2020 Presidential election 
1 ○ I did not vote in the election this 

November 
 

2 ○ I thought about voting this time, but 
didn't 

 

3 ○ I usually vote, but didn't this time  

4 ○ I am sure I voted  

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  
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Page: implicit_page_presvote20post 

presvote20post- Show if 
turnout20post in [1] and 
not 
pdl.presvote20post/prompt 
once on skip SINGLE CHOICE 
Who did you vote for in the election for President in 2020? 
 

pii False 

order reverse 

required SOFT 

varlabel 2020 President Vote Post Election 

tags  
1 ○ Joe Biden  

2 ○ Donald Trump  

3 ○ Jo Jorgensen Not randomized 

4 ○ Howie Hawkins Not randomized 

5 ○ Other (open [presvote20post_t]) Not randomized 

6 ○ Did not vote for President Not randomized 

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  

 
end module: vote2020_mod 

Module: implicit_module_3 



Questionnaire  
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Page: serious 

take_serious- 
prompt once 
on skip SINGLE CHOICE 
We sometimes find people don't always take surveys seriously, instead providing humorous or insincere 
responses to questions. How often do you do this? 
 

required SOFT 

varlabel Frequency of answering surveys insincerely 
1 ○ Never  

2 ○ Rarely  

3 ○ Some of the time  

4 ○ Most of the time  

5 ○ Always  

8  Skipped  

9  Not Asked  

 

Page: implicit_page_comments 

comments OPEN TEXTBOX 
Do you have any comments on the survey? Please let us know about any problems you had or aspects of 
the survey that were confusing. 
 

rows 6 

required NONE 

cols 60 

Page: thanks 

Thank you for answering these questions. This research is not intended to support or oppose any 
political candidate or office. The research has no affiliation with any political candidate or campaign and 
has received no financial support from any political candidate or campaign. Should you have any 
questions about this study, please contact Brendan Nyhan at <a 
href="mailto:nyhan@dartmouth.edu">nyhan@dartmouth.edu</a>. <p><center>Please proceed to the 
next section to collect your points</center></p> 
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